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Did you know that 87%* of organizations are already executing a digital-
first strategy? As part of that strategy, business and IT leaders are faced 
with a decision: Do they keep and update their current on-premises ERP 
systems or migrate to the cloud? The latest research from IDC and the 
Oracle Value Realization program reveals the top reasons many 
companies chose Oracle Fusion Cloud Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP)—and why now is the time to make your move. 

reasons now is the time to migrate 
to Oracle Fusion Cloud ERP4

*Source: IDC, “Future Enterprise Resiliency and Spending Survey - Wave 8,” September 2021

4 Automation increases speed and 

efficiency for business processes  

23%

average cost reduction

Cloud reduces IT maintenance and 
infrastructure costs3

IT benefits of Oracle Cloud ERP

Improved agility–—ability to think,

understand, and move quickly



Allows IT to offer innovation

to the business



Optimized processes (such as 
maintenance, HA/DR)



Digitally enabled




Reduced costs



Simplified landscape 

(fewer systems to manage)
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Business benefits of Oracle Cloud ERP
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Improved agility



Digitally enabled



Optimized processes



Digitally enhanced



Reduced costs



New levels of automation



Improved visibility



AI leveraged to constantly monitor

and predict—supporting better,


faster decision-making



Encouraged innovation



Source: N=1414, IDC's Oracle Cloud ERP Survey, June 2021

2 Both the business and IT reap the benefits 
of Oracle Cloud ERP

The competition is already there1

City of Atlanta is saving $6M annually in

IT costs by moving to Oracle Cloud ERP.

With Oracle Cloud ERP we have been able to consolidate 
applications, automate key financial workflows and radically 
improve productivity. Oracle has been the catalyst for change 
and is pivotal in our digital transformation journey.

” 

“

23%

plan to move to 

Oracle Cloud ERP within 
the next two years 

28%

are in the process 

of moving 


12%

have already made 

the move

” 
“ The benefit for the business from day one was around process standardization 

and optimization. The workflow automation is incredible as is the ease of use.


CIO, shipbuilding manufacturer

Oracle Cloud ERP—Value Realization Report, June, 2020 
and Oracle Case Study, City of Atlanta

Oracle Cloud ERP Value Realization Report, June, 2020.

35%

average improvement in 
procurement processes

27%

average improvement 
in closing processes


CIO, Fortune 500 technology company

https://www.oracle.com/erp/move-on-premises-to-cloud/
https://www.oracle.com/customers/city-of-atlanta/

